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7 TACTICS TO 
BOOST HOLIDAY 
SALES USING 
SOCIAL MEDIA
PREPARED BY

What’s Inside

The holidays are right around the corner, but there are many quick ways to leverage the power of social 

media to increase awareness and drive holiday sales.  

A recent study from Experian Hitwise, shows that social networks are driving 13% more traffic to online 

retailers this year, in comparison to last year. The opportunity for businesses to benefit from social media 

should not be overlooked, with total online holiday sales projections coming close to $38.5 billion, 

according to eMarketer.

We reached out to leading social media agencies and vendors for tactics that can be implemented for the 

holidays and all year round.
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HYPER-
TARGETING
CULTIVATE YOUR FANBASE       GO LOCAL

Over the past year or two, you've likely spent lots 

of time and money to cultivate a large Facebook 

fanbase. Now, you can capitalize on this by 

running hypertargeted Facebook ads that only 

appear in your fans/likers' profiles, with your best 

holiday offers. 

Likeable ran a test for a major e-commerce brand 

client and found that fans were five times more 

likely than non-fans within the same demographic, 

to click on Facebook ads. 

In addition to ads targeted to your own fans, you 

can use Facebook's "Friends of Connections" ad 

targeting feature to reach the friends of your 

current fans. 

By using this feature, each ad Facebook serves 

will include the names of people's own friends 

telling them they like your brand. This way, it's not 

just you making the holiday offer to people, it's 

their own friends!

DAVE KERPEN

CEO

Likeable

www.likeable.com

buzzd inc's new platform, "localresponse," 

aggregates approximately 500 million monthly 

real-time social media "check-ins" from Facebook, 

Twitter, Foursquare, Gowalla and provides a simple 

interface for local businesses and brands to 

directly respond to individuals “checking-in” with 

timely contextual messaging. 

The power to communicate with a customer when 

they are at your store or a potential customer when 

they are visiting your competitor’s establishment is 

limitless, with opportunities for couponing, loyalty 

rewards and cross-sell promotions. 

The platform is averaging a 66% CTR and 18% 

redemption rate on over 400 campaigns run to 

date.

Nihal Mehta

CEO & co-founder

buzzd Inc

www.buzzd.com
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VIRTUAL 
EVENTS
DRIVE REAL WORLD TRAFFIC

For Applebee’s & MRM, driving sales is about 

engagement, participation and following the brand 

promise of a Neighborhood.

During the launch of Veterans Day – a massive 

undertaking in which Applebee’s gives out free 

meals to Veterans – Applebee’s approached the 

subject with an altruistic mindset. The idea – 

using social to have Veterans RSVP for their free 

meal on 11/11/10. An affordable (and effective) 

way to do this is by creating a Facebook event and 

promoting it across digital properties with both 

earned and paid media.

Events can be seamlessly integrated into content 

publishing. They are shareable between friends 

and most importantly aggregate the community for 

messaging.

Throughout the Vets event tenure, over 46,000 

people replied to the event – with  23,000+ 

accepting the invitation. Anecdotally, 800+ 

Veterans have uploaded a photo to the event page 

– to help facilitate sharing stories and highlighting 

the Veterans.

We’ve since sent contextual updates to the 

“attending” guests about promotions and

specials leading up 

to and during the 

event. For many 

brands, creating 

events is an

affordable, and 

ultimately an integral 

factor in driving real-

world traffic on a 

specific date, 

particularly around 

holidays.

A level of trust and partnership between MRM and 

Applebee’s enables work like this to be successful. 

Going all the way and seeing social through is the 

real success of driving Holiday sales through 

social, for the holiday and for a brand any time of 

the year.

Benjamin Weisman

SVP Digital Creative Director

MRM Worldwide

www.mrmworldwide.com
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FANS
FIRST
OFFER FANS EXCLUSIVES

Even the most conservative companies are moving 

to a 70/20/10 traditional/digital/social (alternative) 

marketing mix this holiday.  

The really smart ones are generating sales by 

creating special offers exclusively for fans and 

followers on their social channels.  These offers do 

not always need to be discounts, they can be 

access to exclusive products and content before it 

is widely released or special to the channel. 

For example, Attention created a Facebook fan 

exclusive pop-up shop for Rachel Roy’s capsule 

collection, where the exclusive product sold out in 

under 6 hours, more than doubled Facebook fans 

and was a top e-commerce sales day.

Here are a few examples of ways to create 

exclusive content from existing assets:

• Recruit spokespeople and create live Twitter-only 

Q&A sessions with them.  

• Create a Facebook social commerce tab curated 

by a blogger or super fans.

• Utilize Overlay.TV to enable video of items to 

click through to a preview site before it is open 

to the public.  

Once your content is live, monitor and optimize 

based on success metrics and audience feedback.  
After all, holiday in America is a diverse affair.

Curtis Hougland

CEO

Attention

www.attentionusa.com
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WORK  
THE CROWD
GROUP BUYING         CROWD SOURCING

Micro gifting and exclusive group buying 

opportunities are social tactics that are being used 

to deliver timely online conversation and action 

around the holidays. 

For micro-gifting, eBay has recently launched an 

interesting model (groupgifts.ebay.com). The 

ability to select a gift you would like to receive and 

encourage your social networks to contribute to 

this will undoubtedly create a lot of social chatter 

and allow a chance to spread the love to someone 

you normally may not have given a gift to. 

Tactics such as group buying discounts being 

leveraged by Kohl’s are applying Facebook events 

and first mover deep discounts in an interesting 

manner to insert themselves in the holiday gift 

consideration set early in the season. 

Doug Akin

Chief Engagement Officer

Mr Youth

www.mryouth.com

Editors Note: Other group buying products 

include: wildfire, ghetta and north social.

Leverage online peer networks of targeted 

consumers to help initiate viral growth. 

Crowdtap, a new social marketing platform, allows 

marketers to collaborate with consumers to ideate, 

test and promote marketing campaigns. It features 

Web Share action that drives targeted 

demographics of key influencers to a brand’s 

content. 

If Crowdtap members like what they see, they’re 

prompted to share it with their peers, and they 

raise money for charity and earn rewards in the 

process. 

With no set-up or monthly fees, marketers pay 

strictly for participation. To try out the system with 

a $250 credit, use promo code: TapTheHolidays 

(limited credits are available). 

Brandon Evans

Founder and CEO

CrowdTap

www.crowdtap.com
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HOLIDAY
CHEER
GIVE THANKS TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

Align with and spread the core spirit of the 

holidays, giving and good cheer, as it relates to 

your brand. 

These core social skills will get you doing social 

right and serve you all year long. Focus on the 

value of your brand aligned with giving to others. 

Figure out how to communicate socially to express 

your thankfulness. Reveal an attitude, a spirit 

filled with thanks, wonder, kindness and 

gratitude. Express your brand purpose, 

communicate your true value as a brand in a 

humanly meaningful way.   

Figure out ways to flex your brand so that value is 

displayed in the holiday context. Don't talk about 

yourself.  Remind people of the good in 

themselves, the good they can do and the good we 

do together. People are psychologically hardwired 

to give referrals and accept recommendations of 

others. Know that exchanging referrals gives us 

pleasure and makes us feel more connected to the 

people around us. Make people feel like referring 

you.

Use Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and all of your 

social tools to spread messages of good cheer, 

peace and love relevant to your business.  Let 

other people comment upon your goods and 

services... talk about how you help people... and 

how other people are helping others with your 

product... about how they are relevant.  

Use geo location the same way as you sell your 

services. Use mobile to send messages of 

gratitude and safe travels. Use services in a way 

that feels like you are giving back. Really BE 

social.

Remember this is about building long term 

relationships. Use the holidays to do just 

that. This approach plays to all the key themes of 

social marketing: personal meaning, connection, 

relationship building, sharing and identity that will 

leave you in good stead all year long.

Tom Troja

Founder

the Social Symphony

www.thesocialsymphony.com
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